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In an arena which cannot be considered anything else than global, it is
clearly impossible, even unfair, to imagine for one second that an
exceptional treatment of the culture factor could only be conceived by the
French. 
Being a modest activist on the field of popular musics, I am confronted
everyday by this gloomy notion, largely instrumentalised by all kinds of
powers, wether they are local market war-lords or politicians.
I shall try here to give an instant picture, an angle of vision which could
easily be considered as "contre-plongée", a glance from bottom up, towards
the persisting fogs which partially obscure this vision of Olympus and its
distinguished inhabitants, who we imagine to be surrounded  by undisputable
celestial music.
... This is at least what we hope for them...
Anyway, it would be unfair, as a preamble, to forget to offer warm thanks to
those (Francophone and others) who contributed to fostering this notion of
exceptional treatment of cultural matters, since they truly are universal
and legitimate.
Paradoxically enough, not all of those pioneers belong to the cultural
sector, since some economists and lawyers have already stressed, a long time
ago, the necessity of establishing proactive and harmonised  culture
policies, able to preserve efficiency and some sense of a certain economic
dynamic.
Considering the French situation from the outside, the constraints on this
legitimate struggle within our tiny territory only succeeded in
marginalising the question, in "folklorising" it under a picturesque and
very "Frenchified" form. It also did not take the opportunity to set it out
within a global struggle, of which the avant-garde could have been led in
solidarity by European member-states and their local authorities.
Ten years have already passed since a number of cultural platforms, in
particular the European Forum for the Arts and the Heritage, warned our
communities on the absolute necessity to counteract the forthcoming dangers,
to present a "united cultural front", to plan irreversibly inside the
process of European construction something looking like a common cultural
policy, or, at least, a "common European agreement on cultural good
practices". Amongst other things, this common statement linked the question
of the status  of arts and culture professionnals, artists, administrators,
technicians, as well as the issues concerning the connections of the sector
to education, economy, etc...
We could not get further than art. 151 § 4 of the Amsterdam Treaty, which
appears to be inpracticable anyway, eventhough well-formulated.
Today, having missed those opportunities, we find ourselves quite isolated,
small Francophone Davids facing a determined and carnivorous Entertainment
Industry Goliath, absolutely ready to jump at the least excuse, say in the
next international market negotiation, ready to impose its  monopolistic
conceptions, its fake "free-enterprise"...
The entire responsibility for this very badly conducted struggle is above
all attached to a certain type of Francophone or Latin cultural leadership,
whatever political horizon they come from, and the French "intermittents du
spectacle", who, after others, suffer the painful consequences of those bad
strategies, would be well advised to refuse the diktats from these
hierarches, who, by the way, belong to the dominant system.
If it is not already too late....

Nowadays, the common perception of our political world, as far as the
"cultural exception" is concerned, has become a stereotype grounded on a
certain number of confusions.
We believed though that one of the main characteristics of a population
having wide access to culture would be to resist stereotypes.
Conversely, it seems to us  that one of the main tools of the Entertainment
Industry is to propagate stereotypes.

At the very moment when a global debate seems inevitable to many advocates
of cultural development, here or elsewhere, it might be useful to take a
deeper look at these statements and confusions, if we claim ourselves to be
militants (as with the writer of these lines) for the recognition of Culture
with much more than a restricted entertainment, consumption, or leisure
role. We do better to consider it as a real framework for society,
connecting all levels of humanity, considered to be as important as
education or health, without which our most noble projects (Peace, Europe,
the struggle against poverty, etc...) as well as our  local constructions
(communities, citizen initiatives, real "free-buisenesses") will remain at
the level of fragile initiatives.
Furthermore, to achieve a real evaluation of the "French cultural
exception", one would have to prove (in terms of quality as well as in terms
of spread to all classes of the population) that this public policy has
truly reinforced the quality and the number of independent cultural
initiatives, the ability of our fellow-citizens to articulate strong
personal appreciation, to overcome conflicting thinking, to invent new forms
of art, to imagine, to innovate and to re-invest elements of common heritage
at the same time,  etc... in short, independence, sophistication, boldness,
a global effervescence of the "social routine", without which our hopes for
a largely-shared welfare will vanished like water in the sands.
It is indeed Culture and Education which will protect us from the
neo-fascist chaos, from tribal attitudes, from mafias, all entities which
are not only immoral, but also truly anti-economic, anti-development.
This is even clearer in the actual conflict zones, where most often the
starting point for the restoration of peace (being itself a condition for
development) is the acknowledgment of the cultural profile of "The Other".
Observed from my modest position, it seems that we could reasonably re-group
these confusions in five "families", as listed below.
(Obviously these categories are not always drapped with naivety, being able
to serve the private interests of such or such lobby... this explains of
course the resistance of these stereotypes...)

1) "French" cultural exception and "global social sanctuary"
2) Cultural exception and cultural rights
3) Cultural exception and cultural production
4) Cultural exception and territorial settings
5) Cultural exception and "good taste"
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1) "French" cultural exception and "global social sanctuary":
Historically, the affair of the "French cultural exception" appeared in the
media when our government  refused to agree to the proposition of global
market platforms (by the way, not only run by American citizens, but also
French ones) to integrate public subsidies dedicated to cultural products
(in particular cinema and multi-media) as a part of the calculation of the
international agreements on trade, and even to open the application process
for these public subsidies to any producer, of whatever nationality.
Happily, this reduction of the concept of "cultural action" to a pure and
simple fiscal and financial dimension, so brutally conducted that it could
have been done with a "machette", was not accepted by our country.
It does not mean that this unanimous refusal was only the expression of a
noble defence of our civilisation principles, led by the citizens. The first
motive for this resistance was certainly the legitimate question about
market shares for French television and cinema, and certainly not the care
given to "popular education" or to  the concept of "culture for all".
This should not be forgotten if, one day (we are still allowed to dream), an
ideal balance between public and private funding for culture can be reached
in this country.
Beyond these linked circumstances, we all agree that we need to keep alive a
global struggle for the defence of some kind of "social sphere", including
rights such as educational, cultural, health, home, etc... escaping the hard
logic of supply-and-demand, in conformity with the principles of equality
and solidarity, which in fact can be read on the frontispices of the vast
majority of national constitutions in the world.
Even though a good number of its activities participate in a market logic,
Culture can only be preserved as an element belonging to an ensemble of
non-commercial values, integrating precisely the borderline which divides
what belongs to the private sphere from what depends on public
responsibility, explaining how these will interact with each other.
Considering this problem as unconnected chapters would only lead to very
temporary solutions.
On the global level,production processes and professional status belonging
to this vast "non-commercial" sector (including the French "intermittents du
spectacle") deserve to be protected by international conventions.
It is the duty of populations and their representatives to conduct this
influential struggle. We have been, and still are, extremely late on this
issue, in particular at the European level.
I insist: the fight is as important, and belongs to the same constitutionnal
level as what was done for the environmental sector.

2) Cultural exception and cultural rights
In fact, it seems quite difficult to consider the cultural exception without
taking a view on cultural, educational, and economic rights. As a matter of
fact, it is true, though, that almost no mention is made of these categories
of rights in the Universal Declaration of the Human Rights. Some say that
signing this Universal Declaration would be much harder for quite a lot of
countries if it also included these particular rights.
On this matter, the work of the Council of Europe plays a crucial role, but
is not widely publicized. The different publications which have been issued
by the Council should provide the foundations, the reference points for our
future progress. 
But in this country, or even in Europe, which cultural decison-maker has
ever read them?
It is indeed this dimension of cultural rights that is missing  from the
list of the European construction tools, and this cruel lack is permanently
threatening this work-in-progress.
Unfortunately it is clear that it will not be reintegrated  on the list in
the immediate future.
The absence of a common position  from the European cultural sector largely
explains why almost no mention is made of the cultural factor in the work of
the European Convention, although it is supposed to lead to a project of
constitution.
This "genetic monstrosity" opens the road to all kinds of deviations.
To avoid this painful absence, it would have been good that Culture switches
from a required unanimous vote to qualified majority vote in the European
regulations. This precise struggle has given a lead to a large bulk of the
European cultural sector.
At the exception of French professional corporations...
This fight has been an unfortunate combat, and the French culture sector
will have to accept its responsibilities in this regard.
To keep the unanimity vote for cultural matters in a 25-member Europe means
that the question will never be more than two minutes on the agenda, since a
veto from one country is enough to erase the question.
This situation immediately limits the cultural question as the sole
prerogative of member-states.
The History of France in the past two centuries, entirely oriented towards
the integration of its regional diversities in the model of a "national
identity", in order to protect the gains and inheritance of the French
Revolution (and it has been done in some cases with an extreme brutality),
will eventually explain the actual impossibility, for French "historical
culture leaders", to imagine that anyone could refer, in terms of culture
policies, to somebody other than the French Ministry of Culture, supreme
body which in any case would not obey decisions made by, let's say, the
Culture Committee of the European Parliament, consisting in its majority of
"foreigners"...  

Exactly opposite to its own objectives, this attitude, often arrogant,
sometimes paranoïd, opens a massive free space to the Entertainment
Industry, since in Europe no common position about Culture has been
achieved.
But if we truly want much more than this supermarket, artists and their
managers cannot avoid putting these questions on the European pages of their
agenda.  Networks, unions, permanent conferences, fora, do exist...

Still, we, French culture professionals, naively hope that the mediocre
images and sounds of the "American devil" will stop at our borders, as we
thought the Chernobyl Cloud should have done...

3) Cultural exception and cultural production:
Seen from the low level of "cultural decentralisation", at the closest
possible contact with adressees for years, I consider that, until now, the
debate has been limited to only one level of investigation, so to say
cultural production, and that this limitation is one of the explainations of
to-day's absence of a solution.
We go back here to this confusion, maintained for ages, around these
dialectic elements, "culture for everybody/culture from everybody", which
one could easily resume in the opposed concepts of consumption/development.
Even today, the most recent reports ordered by the French Ministry of
Culture keep on confusing these notions, wether they consciously mean it or
not.
It will not be a surprise to feel again this absence of clarification in
anything that should be supposed to regulate the relationships between
Culture and Entertainment (Cultural policies and Entertainement Industries
are not exactly the same business), and their direct relationships:
differences between Copyright, fundamental for the global market, and
Author's rights, fundamental for Roman societal balance.
As an example, we can take a surprised (and sad) look at the following
statistics concerning, in the musical sector, the ratio between independent
enterprises and the five biggest record companies (majors), in term of
market shares.
At least through this economic aspect, and whatever might be the unanimous
accolade for the success of French music exports, one would be forced to
admit that the French policy of so-called "exception culturelle" has largely
opened the gates to the most archaic and least artistic ultra-liberalist
attitudes.
The following statistics are worldwide, Europe-wide, and France-wide, and
have been issued in 2002 by Syndicat National des Editeurs Phonographiques
itself, the corporatist representation of  major-record-companies in France:


Worldwide:
Indépendants     23,5 %
Universal           23%
Sony             16 %
EMI / Virgin        13,3 %
Warner        12, 7 %
BMG            12 %


in Europe
Universal        25,9%
EMI/Virgin        18,9%
Indépendants        16,1%
Sony            14,6%
Warner        12,9%`
BMG            11,6%`

in France:
Universal        35,5%
Sony            22,5%
EMI/Virgin        19,1%
Warner        11,2%
BMG            8%
Indépendants        3,3%


Despite our multi-layer of public initiatives in order to support the music
sector, we are the last wagon on this train...
Or does this mean rather that our
public-subsidies-for-the-cultural-exception do not find their way into the
officially-targeted pockets?
Or would this rather stress a systematic inefficiency of our programme
designed to support the birth of start-up enterprises, those ones creating
jobs, which are supposed to be de-centralised but not de-localised?
Or finally would this demonstrate that the (rare) public initiatives in
favour of re-creating trans-regional/transversal forms of markets, could not
succeed in exploiting the exceptional chances currently offered by the
european construction?

By the way, it is not useless to remember here that all of this story has
little to do with piracy or the VAT-rate, which are true questions, but also
plays the role of a smoke-screen hiding the failure of majors-companies'
production strategies, essentially based on the re-issue of old catalogues
through various formats (vinyl, cd's, etc...). This inability to anticipate
market perspectives is also one of the predominant factors in this so-called
"music-industry crisis", front page of today's media.

Despite their diplomas, production managers of major companies can also be
bad businessmen, and there is therefore no reason why they could use the
argument of "cultural diversity" (yes, they do that...), to erase any trace
of their economic unefficency, this last result being often bound to their
lack of investment in the field of R&D.
It is also possible, though, that this failure is a by-product of their
ability to transfer their R&D costs to the Public Sector.
It is even possible that the Public Sector will pay this bill without
noticing the problem...

4) Cultural exception and public planning
Over the years and political mandates has been deliberately developed in
this country a useful confusion between "cultural exception" and "public
planning", a kind of crude make-up to hide the lack of doctrine, a
protective bubble to avoid facing the true questions of the "Society of
Representation", the festivalisation of Culture, the prevention of
conflicts, cultural identity, etc...
We prefer instead to invest big amounts of money in covering the national
landscape with various architectural objects, more or less harmonious, more
or less useful.
Of course our purpose here is not to contest those objects as such. It is
their poor degree of integration in what should be an harmonious cultural
policy which raises questions.
For example, one can see, in a single big regional urban area, the
construction of six concert halls with major capacity, all built with public
money, all within the same concert-programming concurrence (although they
are facing an almost monopolistic situation in terms of touring-agencies
offers), all forbidden to local artists, at the same moment when, in the
same urban area, the network of small-scale venues is inexorably being
destroyed.
Nobody would dare to question what this weird manifestation of the
"exception culturelle à la française" really means...
We augment our already confusing array of equipment and nationaly designated
centres with "centres of excellence", "new territories for the Arts", etc...
The trainings of the employees involved  follow the same confusion,
presenting a multi-layer  of all kinds of DESS, Masters, Certificates,
etc..., many of them being incompatible, even contradictory, specially when
reaching out to the European level.
Worse, still...:
This is our "export model"...
Preferably towards countries which do not have the financial capacities to
buy themselves this kind of profusion.
In foreign countries we keep on contributing to the creation of the same
"white elephants", one opera house here, one network of big Houses of
Culture there, abandoning therefore local cultural development, local
cultural markets, emerging local cultural training for elites.
How do we "sell" the idea of "cultural exception" in Congo, Mali or
Mozambique, since it seems obvious that we cannot yet talk over there about
big cultural buildings?
Or maybe the hidden agenda is still to keep our former colonies in a
condition of dependance towards our "exception culturelle", to the exclusion
of any other, some kind of a private domain for the French cultural
exception?... Then the fight would not be noble any more, but the expression
of a struggle for influence, which would affect in whatever way (whoever
would be the winner) the cultural and political emancipation of the
so-called "beneficiaries".
And of course, this would privilege even more the monopoly of the
Entertainment Industry.`

Incidentally, this inevitably leads on to asking the question of what
happens in other regions in Europe and the world.
But do we know what has been achieved abroad? Where are the documents, the
figures, the studies?  Do we ever pay attention to them?
Who, in this country, knows the neighbouring culture policies in  Catalunya,
in Flanders, in Glasgow, in Prague, in Scandinavia, or even (ultimate
provocation) in some territorial communities of north America, which are
sometimes more advanced than ours?...
All these bodies try to set up elements of exceptional treatment for
culture, on different levels, with different methods, but most of the time,
the objectives are the same.
It seems to us that confronting these experiences could be one of the few
positive sides of this announced globalisation.

5) Cultural exception and "bon goût":
Is it exceptionaly good to consume as many cultural products as possible,
and if so, which ones, and up to which quantity?
After thirty years of quasi-obligatory cultural drip-feeding, we feel tired.
Then my desire to listen to my "inner culture" arrives...
Shortly after this, I understand that it requires specific tools, time...
I understand also that, if it was distilled down to a single book (or
recording, or image), it would not mean that I have less culture than a
member of the Académie Française. Besides,  no one would dare argue that an
Amazonian Indian has no culture since he does not possess any of our western
cultural objects.
On the contrary, the obligatory acquisition of a large quantity of cultural
objects  automatically leads to a hierarchy of importance, to a recommended
system of choice, based on the notion of "bon goût" ("good taste"), which
inevitably brings back (but had it ever disappeared?) these notions of
"culture bourgeoise", of elitist culture.
"Good taste" rules, through its non-written statements, through its pseudo
"intuitions", through the mood of its communicators, to be more or less
considered (would they deny it or not) as the playthings of those who retain
the real power...
Since it seems that this tyranny can only be expressed through the
acquisition of cultural objects, wether they are cheap or outrageously
expensive, one can easily understand  up to which point this definition of
"good taste" plays an indisputable role in the control of people and the
market.
And this triumphant "bon goût" systematically pushes aside the notion of
amateur cultural practices aside into the sphere of "popular education",
considered by the elite ( and only by it) as negative, a label of
anti-quality. This is exactly what in France is referred to as the "Sunday
painter" syndrome.
It has even been said that "amateurs take the bread out of the mouth of
professionals"... 
Out with the Art Naif, popular musics?...
Demolished,  the Palace of (non-professionnal) Facteur Cheval ?...
Here one must say, though, that everything denied by "bon goût bourgeois" in
mediocre popular television programmes  (indeed a reversion to neo-fascist
implementation) hides a good number of questions, by no means all secondary,
concerning freedom of speech, and the right to create.
As a matter of fact, what looks totalitarian in mass television culture is
the very thing that obstructs interactivity, reducing everything to
passivity, much more than its low-level production, or its heteroclite
bazaar.  
And this of course is a direct threat to cultural rights.
But, as a strictly similar consequence, it will be also the case in the
consumption processes of our cultural holy masses, wether they follow
theatre, opera, contemporary dance, big trendy gatherings for the youth,
etc...
Às much passivity, as little responsability...
Even the high-quality TV-channel ARTE  is still able, every now and then, to
present boring European TV series, heavily financed with European public
money, in which the "bon goût" is questionable to say the least.
And, as far as the "exception culturelle" justification which authorized the
signature of the cheque is concerned, one is allowed to think that there is
no automatic link between cause and effect, specially when considering the
"artistic" aim of the work...

It is exciting to notice that, as soon as we replace  this notion of
consuming cultural objects by focusing on the implementation of the cultural
expression of the public, this notion of "bon goût" tends to fade away, or
even disappears...

Besides, and as a conclusion for this chapter, an elementary precaution
must be taken: it is not very original (but probably useful) to recall here
that "fashion" and "good taste" do not derive from the same mechanism.
When it is creative or iconoclastic, fashion starts by getting rid of "bon
goût". It follows an unpredictable, uncontrolled, and refreshing creative
process. The following step, its exploitation through market, is precisely
the turning point where this anarchic tendency goes gently back into line,
until a new born one pushes it aside.
Of course, this breath of fresh air is entirely healthy,but any confusion in
roles should be avoided, and each area of intervention should be designed
without ambiguity, understood by everyone, wether public authorities or
private markets.
It is indeed what we understand when we consider cultural policies.
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In conclusion, let us say that the working options are numerous, if we want
to give some chance of success  back to this key question (an exceptional
consideration given to Culture) in order to give it some decent  strategic
framework.
One might resolve it around three territorial levels, taking into account
that this should not be understood as an order of priority, since the
actions listed below need to be simultaneous so far as possible.

1) on the national level, to launch a deep-rooted debate about the aims and
objectives of the cultural exception, then, taking direction from this
debate, to reform the main axes of our culture policies. This debate should
be open to larger sectors of the population,beyond professional
associations. It should involve the education sector, as one of the major
actors for cultural development, on the role of Art in the curriculum and
lifelong learning..
It should also sensitise the economic sector to the long term impacts of
quality culture policies.
The failure of earlier attempts is oftenly evoked  as an excuse for current
stagnation. Of course, this cannot be taken as a final defend. We have to
consider past mistakes as learning processes.
Local institutions, in particular, but also citizens' groups, local cultural
networks, etc... should take the initiative in such fora.

2) Enlarge the debate beyond the borders of geographical France, making sure
that the inscription of cultural rights is written for ever in the communal
project, and swich immediately to the question of the professional status of
the sector.
It is surely fitting, to that extent, to look for the help of professional
cultural networks, of unions and associations,  of ad hoc institutional
committees.
And particularly in these times of the European elections, there is an
opportunity to address our future representatives through well-formulated
high-quality questions.

3) At the level of international bodies, to contribute to the launching of a
debate about the role of culture in international relations, in
responsibilities shared by states. One of the possible tactical options,
which has recently proved its effectiveness, is joining cultural action with
the work of conflict prevention, or with the work of rebuilding civil
society.
They are many others....
This type of action should only be launched from one of the above mentioned
platforms.

In any case, one should constantly remain aware that each day lost is a day
gained for the weakening of decent cultural policies, and therefore
contributes to the cultural inpovershment of our populations.
This slowing-down of "knowledge elements" can only lead to an enormous and
rapid economic and human cost.
Those who, to-day, hiding behind a "pragmatic" attitude, impose brutal
budgetary cuts on non-profitable sectors will have to account one day for
this intellectual waste, certainly a desastrous decision for the economic
success of our societies.
Those who, to-day, under the pretext of "artistic excellence", deprive huge
swathes of population of their fundamental rights of expression will have to
explain their peculiar take on democracy.
To stand behind a certain idea of the "cultural exception" is to invest
"ecologically" (in the original sense of the word) in a largely shared
social and economic notion of welfare.
Above all, it is also to give back to the artist his precious duty of
transcendance, this perspective we all need to inform the choices we make.
I thank you for your attention

Ferdinand Richard, 
may 27th, 2004, 
IFOREP , Marseille.

